The language Vector C is a superset of the conventional (scalar) programming language C with extensions to facilitate vector processing. In tbis paper, a methodology 'for performing language cJ:tensions and the language features of Vector C arc presented.
The CDC Cyber 205 is a vector supercomputer system. While the scalar speeds of the 205 represent a significant improvement over existing computer systems, the full potential of the 205 is reBlized only when the vector processing capabilities are utilized. Utilizing these capabilities may require new kinds of algorithms, md these algorithms will require a more powerful high level programming language that makes use of the capabilities of the underlying vector processing hardware.
There are several ways to design languages for vector computers. including 1) l!dding an automatic vectorizcr to an existing language. 2) adding vector features to aD existing language, and 3) developing a new vcctor-oricntcd language. For CJl:ample, the FORTRAN compiler for the 205 (called FORTRAN 200) [C0C83] has been modified (extended) to allow access to the veclor features of the sysr:em. Also, an automatic vectorizer in the compiler attempts to extract inherent parallelism in a sequenlial program and generale veclor instructions whenever possible, even when they were not expli.citly invoked by the programmer.
In [LiSc83J, we listed some reasons for developing extensions to an existing programming language, C [KeRi78], and described the project 10 move conventional C to the 205. A major goal of this project is to preserve upward compatibility (i.e., Ihe Vector C compiler acceph any legal scalar C programs). II is our conjecture Ihal methods for accessing the vector processing capabilities of the 205 can be improved, to the benefit of the programmer, by adding vector features to the C language.
C is the major language of the UNIX* operating system. It is used both for writing "systems programs" (about 95% of the operating system is writlen in C) as well as many applications programs. C has a fairly terse syntax, with many features BS1>OCiated with modern, struc' tured programming techniques. Part of the "tradition of e" is that it has statements which correspond to features of the underlying hardware (originaUy. the PDP 11). Thus, it is not a violation of the "spirit of C" to consider extensions which allow access to features of the host computer.
Vector C (VC), a superset of conventional C (eq, haa been designed and is being implemented on the Cyber 20S. In the following sections, the design goals, methodologies, and new vector features are presented along witbextensive examples. Finally, the implementation of VC: is brieRy described, Bnd some Vector C programs and related empirical timing data are shown. Readers are assumed to. have some knowl~ge of thc.C language.
Design GoaII:
The design of VC has several goals; among these are: a.
The syntax of Vector C should permit easy, natural expression of vector algorithms, in a dirl!ct manner. We are .not interested in an automatic vectorizer which can indirectly deduce situations which can exploit vector instructions.
b. Vector C should be consistent with the base language (Scalar C), i.e. it should be fami- c. Performance of the generated code is important. The major reason for using the 20S (as opposed to a V AX, for example) i5 to speed up executi.on of a program. We must continue to search for ways 10 further optimize the generated code whh respect to execution ti.me. e. ProvisioD [or instrumentation (tools) for determiniog the performance of a running program is important. This will be essential to anyone trying to conduct research into vec· tor algorithIrul and their implementation on the 20S.
MelhodolDKY
The methodology which we used to guide the design of Vcctor C was based primarily on idcotifying those language constructs which were thought to be nccessary for describing vector algorithms. A major source of information in determining these constructs was a study of existi.ng works in this area.
The other factors which were part of the methodology are the existing base language (C) and the architecture of the ticget machine (the 205). These coosiderations led to the selection of a set of language constructs. We then organized the constructs into a hierarchy and then implemented them as extensions to C.
Hlenlr'Chy of Lal1gDqe Construct.
Language constructs for a specific vector machine can be classified into four levels:
Level 0 -General constructs:
The constructs in this level are general (and portable) to all machines (i.e., sequential processors, vector/array processors (SIMD) and multi-processors (MIMD)
[Flyn72]); e.g., the fundamental arithmetic operations such as addition, subtraction, The conslrucls at this level include special vector-oriented constructs such as gather/scatter and compress/expand instructions. and vector data types. (They may be only appropriate to vector processors).
Level 3· Machine dependent constructs:
In order to fully utilize the underlying machine capabilitles, some constructs which reDeet idiosyncrasies of the hardware may be necessary; hence this level of constru.cts is usually machine dependent. This means that transporting these language constructs onlo another machine may be inefficient; at this level we find constructs such as Ihe bit data Iype and conditional vcclor instructions of tbe 205.
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The portability of constructs at each level decreases as the level number increases. [n Vector C, we have constructs at all levels. If portabiliry becomes an important issue, a preprocessor can be built; this preprocessor can convert CODstructs in the extended language to sn -equivalent-sequence of statements or functiOD calls in the base language.
E'lIlcnstona:
As we mentioned betoee, the extensive processing power of the Cyber 20S can be realized only when we can find ways to utilize its vector processor; Vector C is a means of achi. The data types and storage classes of C have been augmented in Vector C, so that tbe new vector processing capabilities can be exploited; these include:
(a) VECTOR data types:
On tbe Cyber 205, a v~clor is defined to be an ordered sequence of clements stored in consecutive memory locations (i.e., tbis is denoted as vector with stride 1); a vector is represented by a base address, an offset and a length; due to a hardware limitation (the length field is only 16 bits), the length of a ....ector is limited to 65535 elements. Noaeentiguous array elements can be reformed into a consecutive "vector' by using gather/scatter and compress/expand instructions [CDC81a] (see Section~25).
There are two alternatives Eo declaring vectors: array subscripts begin at 0). <Vb' is an integer matrix of size 10 x 20. stored in rowwise manner (the last subscript varies fastest). "vc' is a character vector of length SIl.
Explicit declaration:
In this approach. a vector is explicitly declared using the vector (a new key- -7 - wbere, v and m are vector arrays (i.e, arrays which arc supposed to be processed by the vector processor), and a and b arc sequential arrays (i.e., Brrays which are supposed to be processed by the scalar processor). For another~nd of SIMD machines, namely, array processors (e.g., ILLlAC IV [BDMR72] . ICL DAP [Rcdd73J. Burroughs asp [Aust79]. etc.), tbis explicit declaration is necessary, so that the vector clcmenrs can be positioned properly i.n memory.
The first approach may cause an ambiguity problem between a pointer Bnd a vector if we adopt implicit vectDr refert!ncing (see Section 42.2). i.e. if we allow the use of V to stand for the whole vector.· The second approach can solve this problem. but it introduces B semanlic difficulty, namely the statement array! "" array2 + C is legal only if arrayl and array2 arc both declared as vectors.
Of the two alternarives, we decided to adopt the implicit approach; further analysis of the pros and the cons of these two approaches is in [Li83] . Recall that the usc of explicit declaration is introduced primarily to solve the ambiguity eaused by an un5ubscripted array name: is it an implicit vector reference or is it a pointer (the address of an array)? This ambiguity can be eliminated if we do not allow implicil vector referencing, i.e., vector references musl be explicilly specified (e.g., V[·), V[1:10), see Section 42.1 and 422); an implicil reference (e.g.• V) is treated as the address of Ihe array (as in conventional C).
We inlroduce an (explicit) syntax for specifying tbat a data objecl is to be refer- --the 3ed row of the matrix M (a vector).
Thus an object is ucognized as a~vector· by Its appeQT~t! (reference), not by iu declaration. Another advantage of the former approach (implicit declaration and explicit referencing) is that it is easier to read VC programs than to read the programs defined by the second approach (explicit declaration and implicit referencing), since. in this approach, the vector designation is obvious.
(b) DESCRIPTOR declaration:
A vector descriptor is a pointer to a vector; it contains the address of the vector and the length of that vector. Since a veClor on the Cyber 20S is defined as stride-I, a descriptor composed of these two items is sufficient. Figure 1 For the sake of generality and portability, a more general array descriptor [Li83] may be preferred; it could, for example, contain additional information, such as the number of dimensions (rank), the upper and lower bounds and the stride of each dimensian (shape). In our current design, the simpler v~Clor descriptor is used. A descriptor is specified by using a special character @, (similar to '.' ror pointers in C), and each descriptor has a specified type associated with it; in the example noat @id;
In, @vd[3] [2] ;
'id' is a descriptor which rePresents a 80ating point array, and 'yd' is an array of descripton which represent integer arrays.
(c) BIT data type:
Since the Cyber lOS is a bit-addressable machine and bit vectors arc used i.n many instructions, the bit data type is introduced to allow access to this hardware capability; i.n the example bit bv[I00J;
'by' is a bit vcctor of length 100.
This data type is a Ic...el-3 construct; it will probably be inefficient to implement tbis on machines without bit-addressing capabilities.
(d) FORTRAN declaration:
In order to utilize' the software parts which have already been provided for Fortran programs, the FORTRAN declaration is introduced to inform the compiler that Fortran linkages (rather than C linkages) should be generated; in the example rortnm FORTFUNCO:
FORTFUNC is a Fortran function or subroutine.
(e) COLWISE storage class:
This storage class is provided so that a user can control the arrangemcnt of a can incur a great dcal of overhead. In addition to performance coDlliderati.ons. this eonstruct is also useful for declaring matrices which will be passed to Fortran routines (since most matrices in Fortran are stored in a column-wise manncr).
Vector' npnssloDII
A vector' expression is an expression which contains at least one vector reference. The following sections describe the subscript expreS!5ions, vector referencing, vector' initialization, bit expressions, veclor arithmetic expressions, and vector relational expressions.
Subscript upr'essIollA
We have introduced seven different ways of specifying subscript ranges for referencing vectors:
The pair of symbols [ ] stands for optional; the default increment is 1. Furthermore, ini/ial, final and incremelll can be scalar constants, scalar variables, or scalar expressions. e.g., 0:4 specifies 0,1,2.3,4, and 1:10:2 specifies 1.3,5,7,9.
(
where, initial, l~ngth E{zero U posi/ill~integers}, increment Epositille inugus, and the default incremenl is I, e.g., 0#4 specifies 0,1,2,3, and 2#5:2 specifies 2,4,6,8,10.
(3) • whole-dimension selection; this is the same as lower: IIpper : I, where low~r and upper are the lower bound and upper bound of the corresponding dimension respectively. In fact, in C, the lower bound of any array dimension is always zero.
here, asterisk is the upper bound of the corresponding dimension, e.g., 3:-:4 is the same as 3:upper:4.
(5) indu: vector 
Vector refercnclDg
Vector references could be represented in the following two ways:
1.
implicit referencing: an array name without subscripts (or incomplete indexing for a multi-dimension array). e.g.,
.. a reference to the entire vector.
the third row of M.
the upper half of the matrix M.
2.
uplicil referencing: an array name with vector subscript expressions: e.g. have adopted this interpretation. With general mapping, the rank is not reduced but the shape may be changed.
We adopt the general mapping interpretation. The general mapping interpretation seems to be more consistent, because, using this, rank reduction occun only when there is a scalar index. As an example, in X[O#nU2U·], the rank is reduced (from three) to two. H we had adopted the former interpretation. confticts would have been created (see example below).
Also, the projection interpretation requires restricted conformity. Vector arithmetic expressions are illustrated by several examples. In order to clarity the meani.ng of these expression, each example is followed by a sct of equivalent scalar estate-ments.
Mixed data types arc allowed in expressions wherever appropriate. The data type conversion rules and operator precedence rules for scalar C statements apply to vector state- CONTROL expression: The control-expression has the form as shown at the right-hand side of the statement below:
The <control_vector_cxpr> is evaluated to a bit control vector. (I) TI'] = q'] I AI'], (2) i.e.,
< unary_operator> <vector_expr> < vcctor_cxpr> < binary_operator> < vector_expr>
There are several ways to extend the syntaJ: of C to include the ·new-' vector operations.
We have considered introducing new operators, using new keywords or using a function notalion. The operator form permi.ts llUCCinct expression; the keyword form makes a program easy to read, while the function form enhances the portability of a program. From an efficiency point of view, it would be nice to have a set of special-character operators (as in APL [[ver62D 10 reflect the hardware capabilities; however because of the limited set of special-characters and the rich set of hardware instructions. this approach is impractical. Another plausible approach is 10 use multiple characters (e.g., 1+. @I. ctc.) as an operator. Although, this may make the language difficult to read initially (as compared wi.th keywords), it has the advaorage of conciseness and efficient lexical analysis (8 tradition of C); therefore. we will define multiple-character operators whenever appropriate.
The vector descriptor operator
The operator @ is used to declare a vector descriptor when it is used in the declaration where dcscpO and descp2 are normal descriptors pointing to local vectors•.snd dcscpl is a dynamic descriptor representing B. temporary vector which is located in the dynamic space (because vectors which are not stride-! arc automatically gathered into the dynamic space).
A descriptor is similar to a pointer in C, so the C pointer arithmetic scheme [KeRi78] can be applied to descriptors too; in other words, VC provides a descriptor arithmetic capabilify, c.g., @descpO++; --descpO is modified to represent va[3#100] descpO++; .. increments all elements in va[3#100] by one
Operators for accesslng Info['malloD In iii. descriptor
Two operators for accessing the components of a descriptor arc provided: @# accesses the length and @& accesses the address. For example. leng =@# descp1 causes leng = 100, and addr = @& descp1 causes addr = &va [2] . These may be useful. [or example, when paming a descriptor to a [uncrion; the caUee can use these operators to obtain information about the veclor which was passed as an argument.
ReductloD. operaton (traDlformatlonll)
Several reduction operators are defined with multiple characters; these include: I. (dot product), 1+ (veclor sum), 1$ (...eclor product), 1< (minimum). and I> (maximum). They are level-1 constructs. As a maUer of fact, the Cyber 205 has hardware instructions (macro instruclions implemented in microcode) corresponding to these reducti.on operators; hence their implementation is economical. 
Other vector operalon
Some other operations which have syntu: 5im.ilar to that defined above, arc also provided; these include:
a. unary operators: @-(ceiling). @_ (floor). @I (absolute). @' (square root), @% (delta), @\ (reversal), II (count one), I&. (count equal), b. binary operators: @/ (average), and c. ternary operators: @I '# (interval), @O '# (mask zero), @1 .". (mask one).
For examples:
where, BVr'l is a bit vector, S is a scalar value. hence 1& and II arc reduction operators.
PrecedeDce and' onler of evaluation
The precedence For examples:
is the same as .
['] = (/+ W]) + c; aIel = 3 + i @Ij + 4 .". n • m;
is the same as
BaUt-1n FUDctlons
The main motivatioDs for built-in functions were mentioned in Section 3.2. Some other reasons may be 1) we were unable to define reasonable operators, e.g.• SEARCH. SELECT and SPARSE have more tban three arguments [CDC8la}. and 2) frequently used functions in some areas of application, e.g. MATMUL, ROTATE, TRANSPOSE, etc. FORTRAN 8X (FORT8Z} has specified several intrinsic functi.ona; some of them may be candidates for the vc built-in library.
We can observed that there is a cost of using functions (as compared to operators or inline code), namely the overhead incurred by the prologue and the epilogue of function modules.
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Vector FUDclloD CallJ
When a vector is passed as an argument to a function (or procedure), only the descriptor, either user specified (explicit descriptor) or compiler generated (implicit descriptor), is passed. By using a dynamic space (another stack which is not in the C run-time stack Among tbese two alternatives, tbe second one (periodic gatber) is much faster than tbe first one, because tbe density of tbe bit mB5k (bv) is very low when N gets large. Ana. lytic timing analyses [GDC821 of these two solutiolls sbow tbat (244 + 1.5N + 056N2) cycles and (186 + 2.7SN) cycles respectively are required for tbese statements, (each cycle is 20 nanouconds).
2.
Matrix multiplication, CI4ZJfI = A.uI .. B b1rI • There are several ways to implement matrix multiplication [HoleSl], e.g., Table 2 ). In this table, we can see lhat the speed of divide operalion is much slowcr than that of add and muhiply operations; the reason is that the division functional unit is not pipelined on the 205. Table 4 8.
Matm MIlUlpUcaUOD
As discussed in Section 7. there are several ways to perform matrix multiplication aD a vector processor. One of these. the middle product method, we implemented in both Vector C and 205 Fortran. Table 5 shows the execution speeds of this maIm multiplication method for different sizes and versioll5. In Table 5 , Size is the maim size (all arc square matrices of Size x Size >, MXMPYR is a MAGBV library routine. which is called from a VC program, and tbe execution speed (in MFLOPS) is calculated as Tlnu I (Size-Size-(Z-Slze-l».
Summary
The development of Vector C on the Cyber 20S has extended the features of CC20S. the earlier scalar complier [LiSc83] . This version of Vector C provides users in the C community with a means of utilizing vector processing capabilities and of accessing highly optimized software libraries (e.g.• MAGEY). Vector C exhibits a more concise and modern syntax than 205 Vector Fortran, c.g.• galherlscatter, compress/expand, vector function calls. descriptor arithmetic, and 8cxibIe con· trol structurcs. Also, the implementation of Vcc[or C generates better code than 205 Fortran in some cases. As an example, in Vector C. the vector expand leaves the unmasked area (say, the area with control bit 0) unchanged. but in 20S Fortran, the QSVXPND call (CDC83] clears this unmasked arca.
In view of the increasing number of vector computers. portability could become an important issue. In order to achieve both portability and efficiency, one approach could be to build a compiler and a preprocessor. where the compiler accepts the (proposed) vector construets and produces efficient code, while the preprocessor translates thc ncw constructs into statements in the base language and/or library function calls. Portability then can be achieved by providing a function library (just as the standard VO library in the scalar C). Recall that the portability of the convetitional C language is enhanced by having all machine dependent issues delegated to run-time library functions.
There are several issues of interest which have not yet been resolved; these include: a.
Portability: Vector C is designed to facilitate the design and implementation of vcctororiented algorithms; is it portable to other vcctor machines (c.g. the CRAY series)?
b.
Extensibility: How easy/hard would it be 10 extend VC fQ machines with mulliplc vector processors (e.g. CRAY X-MP or ETA GF-IO)? In other words, is it possible to design more constructs (to support parallel operations) on the top of VC . a superset of VC? c. Usability: Some work has been done on the compiling t~hniques (lexical analysis, parsing and code generation) for a vector machine [DoKa7SJ[Kroh75][Fisc80l. but it is likely that none of these have been applied to a real compiler. Since conventional C bas been used as an implementation language for many compilers (e.g.• PASCAL, FORTRAN 77, ADA, etc.) and Vector C provides vector capabilities. will the availability of VC help fulfill the earlier work. and lead to the development of new compiling techniques?
We believe that Vector C will be of great use to programmers devising new algorithms for vcctor computers. Using the vector constructs of the language, users can employ a direct.
almost· intuitive programmi.ng style. The use of C as the base language means that many programmers can use Vector C with little learning effort required. The ability to call routines in the Fortran compatible libraries mean that existing routines (often highly optUnized) can be easily invoked. The power of vector supercomputer systems to solve large problems is great; making effective use of them will continue to be a challenge. Vector C is one step in a progression of steps addressing this chaUenge.
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